“Floorbox MH” Return collector
for “Unidis” surface heating systems
Technical information

Tender specification:
“Floorbox MH” for the central consolidation of the individual
heating circuit return pipes in the surface heating system “Unidis”.
It is used in combination with the individual room temperature
control system “Unibox”.
Standard heat meters with flat sealing body can subsequently be
installed in the return pipe.
The “Floorbox MH” is pre-assembled in a cabinet.
Consisting of:
1. Ball valve with temperature sensor connection
2. 2-fold flow distributor
3. Return collector
4. Fill and drain cock
5. Vent plug
6.	
Heat meter connection set (with double regulating and
commissioning valve, meter stool piece, ball valve)
7. Cabinet
Pre-assembled and leak tested.
Models:
with one return collector (6-fold) for 6 circuits
with two return collectors (4- fold each) for 8 circuits
with two return collectors (5-fold each) for 10 circuits
with two return collectors (6-fold each) for 12 circuits

Item no.:
1027053
1027054
1027055
1027056
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Technical data:
Max. operating pressure ps:
6 bar
Max. differential pressure:
1 bar
Max. operating temperature ts: 70 °C
kvs value:	0.9 (return collector with flow
measuring and regulating device
0.6-2.4 l/min.)
760-885

Fluid: Non aggressive fluids (e.g. water and suitable water and
glycol mixtures according to VDI 2035). Not suitable for
steam, oily and aggressive fluids.

Dimensions “Floorbox MH” cabinet
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Description and function:
The return collector is used for the central consolidation of
individual heating circuit return pipes together with the installation
sets “Unibox” (see system illustration on page 2). The supply pipes
are directed to the corresponding “Unibox” via the 2-fold
distributor in the supply. The return pipe of the individual heating
circuits can be connected to the two return collectors (for item no.
1027053 one return collector). Hydronic balancing is carried out
by use of the integrated flow measuring and regulating devices.
When used in combination with the installation sets “Unibox”, an
isolation of the heating circuits is also possible.
The following standard heat meters with flat sealing body can be
connected to the heat meter connection set integrated in the
return collector:
With a length of 110 mm and G ¾ male thread
With a length of 130 mm and G 1 male thread

0

130 x G1
110 x G 3⁄4

Installation advice:
The installation depth of the return collector is determined by the
designated heat meter and produces measure T1. Pull out the
frame of the cabinet to the calculated depth.
Room to room laying of the supply pipes (maximum of 2) is carried
out after the installation of the return collector. The individual
heating circuits are connected via branches from the supply pipes.
Passing through the hallway, the heating circuit return pipes of
each room are laid in the screed and are directed to the return
collector. The return pipes are laid in parallel to the wall at a
distance of 5 cm.
Installation depth “Floorbox MH”
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System illustration “Floorbox MH” with installation sets “Unibox”
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